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Welcome to  
Windak News!
“If everything seems under control, you’re 
not going fast enough.” Mario Andretti. 
For the first time Windak Group is publish-
ing its Newsletter not only internally, but also 
between our customers. We would like to 
improve our relations with clients and create 
the new communication tool which will give 
us the opportunity to have an effective flow  
of information.
 
Windak Group would like to be transparent in everything we do 
and deliver clear, useful and interesting information about our 
company and our products. In this first issue of Windak News 
we would like to highlight the launching of several new ma-
chines and new functions to existing machine concepts, which 
hopefully will build the road to even more successful future. 
Good examples are QuickPac and MultiPac machines.

From Fall 2017 we created new Purchase Manager position at 
Windak OU, Estonia. With this extra resource we have already 
managed to improve the OTP and quality metrics.
 I personally am proud that our employee turnover rate is
close to 0%. During the last year we have managed to  
grow the team at production facility in Estonia and we see  
that people like to work at Windak. 
 To become even more flexible and faster we have invested
into machine shop. In the future more and more components 
will be manufactured in-house.
 Windak Group as always trying to develop the business and 
find the new ways to improve, so our new partnership with 
Axjo AB is one big step to the bright future of our group 
with many new benefits, which our customer would already 
evaluate during next few years.
 Thank you all for the good efforts and let’s continue to 
develop both Windak and ourselves even further.

Thank you,
Elari Tiimus
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ELARI TIIMUS 
PLANT MANAGER 
WINDAK OU, ESTONIA

AW–Axjo and 
Windak signed 
joint ownership 
agreement!
February 16th 2018, an agreement was 
reached between Axjo Plastic AB in Sweden 
and Windak AB. Axjo and Windak both focus 
on the cable industry and have co-operated 
for a long time. Now they are taking another 
step – which means greater benefits for the 
customers.

Windak is a privately owned Swedish company that started in 
1994. Today they are a world leading manufacturer of cable 
industry machines. Axjo Plastic AB and Windak AB have 
signed an agreement in which Axjo Plastic acquires 24% of 
Windak. The acquisition is in Windak Holding AB and the sister 
companies Windak AB, Windak Inc, Windak Australia and 
Windak OU in Estonia. 
 “For Windak and for our customers, there are great ben-
efits of closer cooperation. For example, we can construct 
concepts that reduce shipping costs for the coils properly by 
mounting the coils directly in the Windak machine. Axjo also 
has a good sales staff who can reach out, be more present 
with the customers and inform about all the new technical 
possibilities Windak has to offer.” says Urban Bollö, CEO and 
partner of Windak AB.
 Windak has its headquarters in Järfälla, outside of  
Stockholm, and has 67 employees distributed in Sweden,  
Estonia and the United States. The company has an  
approximate turnover of 97 MSEK. 
 Axjo Plastic, like Windak, is a privately-owned Swedish com-
pany that started in 1945 in Sweden. Axjo Plastic manufac-
tures, markets and sells cable drums and other round packag-
ing for cable, fiber and other string products. The company has 
its headquarters in Gislaved, but the group consists of almost  
110 employees and has sales of almost 340 MSEK.
 “After working with Windak since 2003, it’s extra fun to 
integrate our business more. There will be great advantages for 
our customers that the machines, already at the design table, 
are adapted to the correct cable drums. We will also come up 
with new concepts where customers can pay “PAY by UNIT” 
and thus rent the machines instead of buying them.” says 
Jacob Nilsson, CEO and owner of Axjo Plastic.

Axjo+Windak=AW
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&MP450
Development of new logistics-enhancing products was one  
of the main goals for Windak and Axjo collaboration during the 
past year. Together with our co-partner Axjo, which is premier 
supplier of spools in Europe, we invented a great money-space 
saving solution for spooling of wire and cable. 
 Axjo’s MultiPac spools and Windak’s automatic spool 
assembly machine MP450_3.0.  

“For a number of years, we have seen and heard from our 
customers about the huge interest in saving space during 
transport. This has resulted in a whole series of innovative 
products and solutions.” Axjo AB 

Axjo’s MultiPac spool is divided in the middle and has a slightly 
conical barrel. This allows each half of the spool to be stacked, 
this means that up to three times as many spools can be  
loaded on a trailer, which is good for the environment.
Windak’s NEW MultiPac automatic spool assembly machine 
MP450_3.0 produces 3 spools per minute and is suitable  
for Axjo’s MultiPac spools of 400 & 600 mm in diameter and 
300mm & 450 mm in width. The MP450_3.0 automatically  
assembles the MultiPac spools and loads them into the spooler, 
thus eliminating manual depalletizing and loading of spools into 
the machine. In combination with one of our AR series spooling 
machines you can get high performance, European quality and 
production efficiency all in one line.

Read more about Axjo’s MulitPac spools at www.axjo.com

New innovations for  
a smarter future

Windak Group is glad to invite you to the 
most important Trade Show of this year  
– Wire Düsseldorf 2018.

At the show Windak together with co-partner Axjo will present 
the new 360° concept where optimized packaging solutions 
are in focus. 360° will give you, as a customer, higher profit and 
higher performance. Together with Automatic Spooler AR18 
Windak will show you automatic spool assembly machine 
MP450_3.0 and Axjo’s Multipac spools.
 Axjo’s Multipac spool is divided in the middle and has a 
slightly conical barrel. This allows each half of the spool to be 
stacked, this means that up to three times as many spools can 
be loaded on a trailer.

The MP450_3.0 automatically assembles the Multipac spools 
and loads them into the spooler, thus eliminating manual 
depalletizing and loading of spools into the machine. 
The Auto Reeler A18 is a dual head fully automatic reeler 
developed for automatic packaging of cable and wire products 
on reels between 216 - 460 mm (8.5”-18”) in overall diameeter. 
AR18 Spooler makes up to 2.5 spools per minute. In addition, 
we inviting you into our VIP SHOWROOM “Coil packaging 
innovations of the future”.
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savings on freight

New 
innovation!

LET US TAKE  
YOU HIGHER  
WITH OUR  
360 CONCEPT

360° concept

MultiPac
MultiPac spools - Space and money  
saving solution from Windak/Axjo 
co-venture. 
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The NEW Multipac spools 
and spool assembly machine 
MP450_3.0 will be presented  
at the Wire 2018 trade fair in  

Düsseldorf, together with 
Windak’s AR18 Spooling  

machine in our Booth 9B42.

You will: 

     Save 1/3 on freight expense
     Have 3 times more spools loaded on the truck
     Save 1/3 on personnel costs
     Need 1/3 less storage space at your facility
     Have an environmentally friendly solution 

MultiPac 
spools by 
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New Stretch wrap system at 
AR+SW Series of Spoolers
There are numerous advantages of such system: 

•	 Servo controlled stretch wrap means higher reliability.
•	 Improves safety - operator separated from 

moving parts. 
•	 Continuous operation with our new “On-the-Fly”  

solution – no need to stop the line during stretch  
wrap roll change.

•	 Eliminates stretch wrap breaks.
•	 Stretch wrap tension can be changed from HMI recipe, 

which saves operator’s time
•	 More	flexible	–	different	stretch	wrap	roll	widths	can	be	

used in the same machine.

The world does not stand still, neither do Windak Group. 
Technological developments, combined with higher customer’s 
demands, require constant adaptation and innovation. That’s 
why our team is always trying to move with the times and 
anticipate tomorrow.

One of our biggest announcements of 2018 
is launching the new generation of coiling  
machines – QP400-S_9.0, QP400-D_10.0 
and QP260-D_12.0. 

What makes these machines so attractive is that they have 
new exclusive stretch wrap solution, which give our customer 
the opportunity to skip the Strapper or Binder, but at the same 
time keep those as an option. With this breakthrough design 
we improved the reliability of the machine and reduced the 
maintenance costs.
 QP Series are an automatic horizontal coiling lines  
which are simple and reliable for maximum output of  
short length coils.These coilers are based on our standard 
components, well-proven technology and integrated to be  
a compact solution. 

Since demand for output is growing each year, we designed 
these coilers specifically for high speed operation and cycle 
rates to fulfill the customer’s needs. It’s capable of winding 
9-12 superb layer-wound coils per minute with a very short 
stop time. This is the highest number of coils per minute  
in the wire and cable industry.
 QP Coiler simplifies the winding of wire, cable and other 
flexible products by securing the cut end of coil with a narrow 
band of stretch wrap. All three coilers utilize modern servo 
technology for accurate and fast control of critical movements. 

Coil dimensions: Coil OD – 120- 400mm (5"–16") and  
Coil ID – 100-180mm (4"–7"). Change-Over stations 

We’ve reinvented In-Line Packaging of spools and reels with 
our new Change-Over station. A complete line consists of two 
Pay-Offs feeding into the Pay-Off Accumulator, which allows 
for “On- the -Fly” splicing of the cable for continuous operation.
 After the extrusion, the robust Take-up Accumulator allows 
for continuous operation of the Take-ups at the end of the line. 
Reel sizes can be 400mm to 2600mm (16” to 102”). At full 
length, the cable is cut and transferred to the other Take-up.

The Take-up then stops and the CO (Change-Over) Station’s 
in-line capstan and clamp holds the cable in place while the 
cable is cut. After the cut, the cable is then fed into the second 
Take-up. The operator then attaches the cable to the reel and 
the winding process restarts.This process is repeated unit  
the desired number of cut lengths is reached. In this way,  
rewinding of master reels is completely eliminated.

Advantages of such Change-Over station are the following:

•	 Robust integrated open design
•	 Cutter made for larger cables
•	 Designed for In-line sequential printing on the cable
•	 Infinitely	variable	speed	automatic	gearbox
•	 Portal	style	Payoffs	&	Take-ups
•	 Wide range of reel sizes 400- 2600mm (16"– 102")

•	 Semi-automatic Change-Over between reels

QP400/260

WINDAK NEWS | PRODUCT NEWS PRODUCT NEWS | WINDAK NEWS

Product news

QuickPac 

Product news
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See us there!
Windak Group – Trade shows Calendar

16–20 April in Düsseldorf, Germany. Booth 9B42

16–17 May in Nashville, TN, USA. Booth 611

16–20APRIL

16–17MAY

WIRE 2018

WIRE EXPO 2018

26–29 September in Shanghai, China.

26–29SEPT
WIRE CHINA 2018

14–17 October in Providence, Rhode Island, USA.

14–17OCT
IWCS CONFERENCE 2018

WIRE 2018
DÜSSELDORF 
GERMANY

16-20th of April, 2018 Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre

97%
of visitors recommend  

Wire to others.
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Be part of the the world’s most important trade fair for the wire 
and cable industry, the central hub for the business. Show off 
who you are and where you are. Meet the the decision makers 
of theindustry. Take advantage of the global network of Messe 
Düsseldorf. Windak Group – Booth 9B42

Read more at www.wire-tradefair.com

See automatic spool assembly 
machine MP450_3.0 and MultiPac 
Spools in Action: Monday, April  
16th – Thursday, April 19th at 16:00 

WINDAK NEWS | WIRE DÜSSELDORF 2018 TRADE SHOWS CALENDAR | WINDAK NEWS
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OLEG MOVKO
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Who is who? New driving force at Windak OU  
– production facility in Estonia. People who  
joined Windak during the year of 2017.

WINDAK NEWS | EMPLOYEES

KARL SULLIVANN
AUTOMATION ENGINEER

KATRIN LEPPIK
PURCHASE MANAGER

PRIIT ÖVERUS
COILING DEPARTMENT MANAGER

Before working at Windak, what was the 
most unusual or interesting job you’ve 
ever had?
I was a touring audio engineer working  
on concerts and festivals for many years. I 
worked mainly with international bands and 
organised large concerts, sometimes up to 
40,000 people.

If you could switch your job with anyone 
else within Windak Group, whose job 
would you want?
I’m happy where I am, maybe Fredrik  
(Automation Engineer at Windak AB, Sweden) 
or Rasmus (Automation Engineer at Windak 
AB, Sweden), for the frequent flyer miles.

How would you describe your job  
to a child?
Making machines!

Top three life highlights?
The birth of my son, moving to Estonia, diving 
with seals and dolphins back in Australia.

What do you always want to try and  
never did?
Snowboarding, hopefully next winter!

Where is the best place you’ve traveled  
to and why?
The desert in the centre of Australia, the stars 
at night are incredible with no cities around 
for thousands of km’s.

EMPLOYEES | WINDAK NEWS

If you could switch your job with anyone 
else within Windak Group, whose job 
would you want?
Designer’s job but my skills of CAD are from 
previous century.

Tell us something about yourself that 
would surprise us. 
My favourite sport is orienteering – navigating 
with map and compass. My special hobby is 
making maps for orienteering. Spending time in 
the nature is really relaxing for me.

What do you always want to try and  
never did? 
Skydiving.

Which	one	would	you	want	most	–	flying	
cars, robot housekeepers, or moon cities?
Flying car while I’m sleeping on the driver’s seat.

You’re happiest when? 
With my family and friends. Sometimes falling 
asleep into my own bed.

Would you let us hook up your ”Recently 
Played“	list	to	the	Office	speakers?
Sure if you like old times music – my current 
playlist is from 1920-s.

Before working at Windak, what was the 
most unusual or interesting job you’ve 
ever had?
I worked for the one of General Dynamics 
companies. Designing and fabrication of big 
antenna ground stations and radio telescopes 
was really interesting. 

How would you describe your job  
to a child? 
Playing with steel LEGO pieces on the PC.

What do you always want to try and  
never did?
Mountaineering.

What is the one thing, you can’t live 
without?
I think that my life without a car would be 
awful.

What is the weirdest thing you’ve  
ever eaten? 
It was a bear meat. We cooked it by our-
selves and we obviously failed, because the 
meat was really tough. 

Where is the best place you’ve traveled  
to and why?
My love is a Greek island - Crete. Crete has 
a windy summer, so it is not so hot there but 
you can enjoy a beautiful nature, awesome 
food and hospitable people.

Before working at Windak, what was the 
most unusual or interesting job you’ve 
ever had?
Most interesting was job at Nokia, where I 
was able to try all the new phones before 
they were released to the market.

How would you describe your job  
to a child? 
I do a lot of shopping.

Tell us something about yourself that 
would surprise us.
I like AC/DC music.

Top three life highlights?
Birth of the children, dancing Tango publicly 
with my husband, winning the golf and poker 
tournaments.

What do you always want to try and  
never did?
Bungee jumping.

Where is the best place you’ve traveled  
to and why?
Ischgl, Austria – beautiful nature, great down-
hill slopes and wild after ski parties.

ANNA OJAP
BUSINESS CONTROLLER

Before working at Windak, what was the 
most unusual or interesting job you’ve 
ever had?
Sadly, I have been a number cruncher at all 
my jobs. The most interesting has been maybe 
when made a price calculation for TV produc-
tion line at 2007. 

If you could switch your job with anyone 
else within Windak Group, whose job 
would you want? 
I admire our programmers, who can make  
a pile of iron, wires and tubes to move, turn 
and swirl.

Where is the best place you’ve traveled  
to and why?
The more and farther I travel the more I  
come to the conclusion there is no better 
place than home.

Where is your hometown? 
Tallinn, Estonia

Which	one	would	you	want	most	–	flying	
cars, robot housekeepers, or moon cities?  
I would like to have robot cars, they can fly as 
well –  I think it would prevent lots of accidents 
caused by reckless driving by a human. 

You’re happiest when? 
I am happy when some new system, let’s say 
as EIM in Monitor, turns out working well and 
easy to use for everyone. If it turns out working, 
it gives a strength to start with changing and 
implementing something new again and again.
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SUPPORT SERVICE

Good service is vitally important  
to us. We promise to respond to service 
requests within 24 hours. 

Service Support:
EMEA 
SupportEMEA@windakgroup.com

Americas  
SupportAmericas@windakgroup.com

Asia	Pacific	
SupportAsia@windakgroup.com

CONTACT

Windak AB
Svarvargatan 6,  
33230 Gislaved, Sweden
Phone: +46 3 715 867 30

Sales	office:	
Veddestavägen 13, 
175 62 Järfälla, Sweden
Phone: + 46 8 580 389 30
SalesEMEA@windakgroup.com

Windak lnc
221-B South McLin Creek  
Road Conover, NC 28613 USA
Phone: + 1 828 322 2292

Sales Department:  
SalesAmericas@windakgroup.com
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Windak is a world leading specialist in cable packaging machinery originating in Sweden 1994. Our first order was 
to Volvo for a complete pallet handling packaging system. From 1994 tо the present day our innovative technologies 
include high speed rewind lines for fiber optic cable, fully automatic spooling lines, versatile coiling lines, a multitude 

of palletizers and breakthrough coiling solutions for packaging cable products into boxes or bags.

@WINDAKGROUP


